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About this Paper
In this paper, I will discuss three of UDK’s different particle types, how they can be used and
combined to achieve an effect, and several different modules that are both shared between and
specific to each type. I hope to exemplify these different particle types by demonstrating how I used
them in the Machina death particle system that I created for Grapple.
I will start off slow and take a step-by-step approach, but as the paper goes on, the more basic
steps will be skipped and only the more important and distinguished steps will be shown.
This paper assumes a basic understanding of Adobe Photoshop, Autodesk Maya, and Unreal
Development Kit 3.
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The Task
The goal I was tasked with was to create a death effect for our game’s main enemy type, the Machina.
The Machina are bipedal machines that run on fuel, more specifically, they run on oil. As you can
see below, our main character, Amina, jumps onto the back of a Machina, knocks it down, and
proceeds to make a ripping motion from the Machina’s neck.

The Vision
So what exactly was it that Amina was ripping from the Machina’s neck? Why did that destroy the
mechanical beast? The idea was that Amina would be ripping out hoses that carried the Machina’s
oil, and, because of this, the oil would come spurting out of the Machina’s neck. The quick rip
would spew out a sudden and violent spray of oil due to the release of pressure built up inside the
Machina’s hoses. After the initial pressure was released, the hoses would continue to spurt oil for
a few moments. As the amount of oil in the Machina decreased, the streams of oil would become
less powerful and would release less liquid. Meanwhile, the initial spray of oil would be so fast and
scattered, that it would quickly form a cloud (rather than remaining a constant stream of liquid).
However, just like when you spray water into the air with a hose, the droplets in the cloud would
quickly come raining back down to the ground. Whenever the oil hit the ground, it would make
some sort of splash. Additionally, all of this oil spewing from our enemy would, naturally, form
pools on the ground around the disabled machine.

Click to play.
Animation by Jacob Hemphill, Amina model by Karen McCarthy and Nisa Martinez, Machina model by James Diab,
buildings by Karen McCarthy.
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Initial Attempts
This was a fairly complex effect with several different components, so the question became, how
would I create this effect in an efficient way (read: as simple and as quickly as possible) while still
making it a visually accurate and exciting effect?
My first thought was to create the effect in RealFlow. I wanted to simulate a liquid, and what better
way to do that than in RealFlow?

I made a quick scene just to get the basic arc and look of the initial oil spray. It was easy enough to
create an emitter, give it an emission speed, and send it on its merry way spraying particles every
which way. The first simulation was far too powerful, so I simply had to lower the emitter’s speed
and let RealFlow simulate again. This time it was not nearly power enough; it just fell to the ground
without any velocity. No problem, I just adjusted some values and simulated again. This process
was repeated many times. In the downtime between simulations, I found other work to do, but
when the simulations started taking several hours to advance just a handful of frames (especially
when I built meshes), I decided using RealFlow was not a viable option. While the program would
give me gorgeous, lifelike results, the time it was taking to iterate was just taking far too long to be
worthwhile.
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The Importance of Your Textures
Before even starting to mess with UDK’s particles, you need to decide what those particles will look
like. What shapes will they be? How big will they be? What color? Will they all look the same?
How close will the player get to them? Will the particles change (shape, size, color, etc.) over time,
or will they always look the same? The answers to all of these questions will affect the texture(s) you
create for the particle’s material.
For my particle, I ended up creating seven different textures, used in six different materials. I will
talk more about all of these later, but the first particle I wanted to create was the violent initial
spray of oil from the Machina’s neck. The thing that struck me the most in the animation was the
moment when Amina rips her grapple out of the Machina’s neck, and I wanted the particle to help
convey that sudden and violent action.
For this, I looked to Shadow of the Colossus for reference. The effect resulting from stabbing a
colossus was exactly the way I wanted this part of the particle to look. The sudden release of the
pressure moving the oil through the Machina would cause the liquid to violently shoot out of the
broken hoses.

Click to play.
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The Importance of Your Textures
So how would I best recreate this kind of effect in my texture? The blood from the colossus moves
so quickly that all the player sees is essentially lines coming from the stab wound. While we just see
a bunch of lines, making a texture that is just one line would be boring, and it would probably look
really repetitive. Instead of making a texture with a single straight line, I chose to make a texture
with several different straight-ish brush strokes. This way, the lines spewing from the Machina’s
neck would have a little variation to them. Because I knew the particles would be moving so
quickly, and they would die very shortly after spawning, I knew I didn’t need much detail in each
stroke. I just needed enough to make this part of the effect not look repetitive. Because of this, I
was able to fit 32 different brush strokes in a 512x64 pixel texture. Again, not a lot of detail was
needed, just enough to give the streaks some variation.

I saved this texture as a 24-bit .tga (no alpha channel). I’ll explain why the texture for oil (which is black) is white in a bit.

I then imported the texture into UDK.

Right click in a blank area in the Content Browser and choose “Import...” (or click the “Import” button in the
bottom left corner of the window).
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The Importance of Your Textures

Navigate to your texture, click “Open,” then fill out the fields as you see fit. You can leave all of the options as default.

Your texture will now be located in the package (and group if you chose one) that you specified.
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Setting Up the Material
The next step was to use this texture in a material that would be applied to the particle.

Again, right click in the a blank area and choose “New Material.”

Specify which package you want your new material in, give it a group (always optional), and give it a name.
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Setting Up the Material

UDK will open the Material Editor with your new blank material. Note: often times, especially with a texture that is
not meant to wrap, I find it’s easier to see the effects of your materials if you preview with a plane rather than a sphere
(default). To change the geometry the material is previewed on, click the shape buttons in the top left corner of the
window. You can also choose one of your own meshes to preview the material on by selecting the mesh in the Content
Browser and then clicking the green arrow to the right of the aforementioned shape buttons.

If you expect your material to have transparency, make sure to choose a blend mode that supports transparency such
as BLEND_Transparent.
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Setting Up the Material
Then, I simply used three nodes to create the material--a Texture Sample node (the texture), a
Vertex Color node, and a Multiply node. I multiplied the Texture Sample by the Vertex Color node,
and plugged that into the Diffuse. THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT STEP! The reason I made my
texture essentially a greyscale mask is because that’s exactly what it’s being used as in the material!
By multiplying a texture by the vertex color, you can control the color applied to the material from
within the particle system. This will allow, not only flexibility and faster iteration, but it will also
allow you to potentially use the same texture for multiple, differently colored particles. On top
of all of that, there is no need for an extra alpha channel (which would make your texture’s file
size bigger) since the texture is a greyscale image with the colored parts (or rather, the parts to be
colored) in white. You can simply use any one of the RGB channels as the material’s opacity (blacker
pixels will be more transparent and whiter pixels will be more opaque).

If you ever have trouble finding nodes, you can search for them in the search bar on the right side of the window then
drag them into the editor.
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Setting Up the Material

Once you’re done making changes to your material, click the green check mark in the top left of the window to recompile
your material and save the changes you made to it.
Note: recompiling is NOT the same as saving the package. If you exit UDK and do not save the package that the material
is in, the changes you’ve made will NOT save. Recompiling simply updates the material in the editor. HOWEVER,
if you do not recompile the material before closing the Material Editor, the changes you made to the material will be
undone when you open the Material Editor back up. In short, you MUST recompile the material in order for your
changes to take effect in the scene (you are then also safe to close the Material Editor), but in order for those changes to
remain when you close/reopen UDK, you MUST ALSO save the package the material is in.
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The Particle
After finishing with the material, it was finally time to begin working with the actual particle.

Right click in the grey area in the Content Browser and select “New ParticleSystem”.

Like with the texture and the material, specify a package, group, and name for the new particle system.
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The Particle

UDK will then open Cascade (UDK’s particle editor) and will present you with its default “blank” particle. The column
labeled “Particle Emitter” is an emitter. The slots under it (“Required,” “Spawn,” “Liftetime,” etc.) are modules. These
are different properties and attributes of the emitter. Particle systems can have multiple emitters. For more reference
on Cascade’s interface, refer to “Useful Sources” at the end of the paper.

The first step with this new particle was to assign the material I just created to it.
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The Particle

The easiest way to assign a material to a particle is to select the material in the Content Browser. Then in Cascade, click
on the “Required” module, and click on the green arrow next to “Material” under the “Emitter” drop down. This will
assign the material to the particle.

If you multiplied your texture by the vertex color back in your material, your particle will most likely be black and hard/
impossible to see against the default black background. In order to change the background color, click the “Background
Color” button along the top of the window.
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The Particle: Sub UVs
The next step was to let the emitter know that I wanted to use the material as a sprite sheet. I needed
to tell it that I wanted a particle to just use ONE of the 32 different strokes in the texture, not ALL
32 like it currently was.

Back in the material, make sure that the “Used With Particle Sub UV” box is checked. This option is under the “Usage”
drop down. This option is part of the material’s own properties, so make sure that no nodes are selected, otherwise, the
editor will display that node’s properties.
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The Particle: Sub UVs

In the emitter’s “Required” module, scroll down to the “Sub UV” drop down and enter the number of columns and
rows you have in your image. My image has 32 columns and one row. Then in the “Interpolation Method” drop
down, I chose “PSUVIM_Random” because I wanted the emitter to choose one of the 32 strokes at random. This tells
the emitter to divide the material’s UVs by 32 (in my example) and randomly assigns one of those 32 sections of the
material to each particle.

Finally, right click under the emitter’s last module, and create a “SubImage Index” module.
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The Particle: Sub UVs

Once the “SubImage UV” module is created, you’ll notice that your emitter randomly assigns one part of your sprite
sheet to each particle (specified by the numbers you entered in the emitter’s Sub UVs option above).

Now that I had the emitter randomly generating particles based off of my material, I had to fiddle
with the emitter to make it look like the fast, skinny, tall, and slightly conic shape in Shadow of the
Colossus... In order to achieve this, I gave the emitter a high initial Z velocity, and a range of X
and Y values between 10 and -10. This emitted the particles in a cone shape. By default, emitters
have a spawn rate of only 20, so the cone I had created was hardly emitting any particles, and it
looked empty. By increasing the spawn rate, I filled in the gaps in my particle cone.
With such a high initial velocity, the particles were shooting off screen almost instantly. In order
to keep them on screen, I decreased their life to a very small value (see below). I also stretched
the particles to make them taller by combining a screen alignment of “PSA_Velocity” (found under the “Emitter” drop down in the “Required” module), which stretched them according to the
values in “Initial Velocity,” and by modifying the values in the “Size By Life” module. The result
can be seen in the image below.
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The Particle: Making the Shape

One of the distribution methods you can choose for the modules is “DistributionFloatConstantCurve.” This
will allow you to create an animation curve of sorts to give the module different values at different times. “In
Val” designates the time you wish the change to occur, and “Out Val” is the actual value you want to use. To
add points to the curve, simply click the green + button on the right of the “Points” drop down.
In the image above, I’ve told the particles to live for .3 seconds as soon as the emitter starts (at 0 seconds).
After the emitter has emitted for .5 seconds, particles will still live for .3 seconds. From time .5 seconds to
1 second, the particle’s lifespan will decrease from .3 to 0. This will create the effect that the conical spurt
shrinks from for half a second until it disappears (because the particle’s lifetime is 0). The graph representing
the particles’ lifetimes over time can be seen in the bottom right of the window.

I then duplicated the first emitter twice and modified the new emitters’ Initial Velocities, Initial
Sizes, and Lifetimes in order to create two smaller but wider cones at the bottom of the first, taller
one.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters

It’s not uncommon to have similar emitters in one particle system. If this is the case, simply duplicate an emitter that
you’ve already created and modify/add/remove some of its modules so that you don’t have to create a new emitter from
scratch.
To duplicate an emitter, right click on its banner and choose “Emitter>Duplicate Emitter.” It is also wise (and helpful!)
to rename your emitters, especially in complex particle systems, so that you can keep track of what is what. You can
also do this in this same menu.

Now that my initial spurt was looking good, the next step was to make an emitter that produced
cloud-like particles above this spurt. Again, I wanted to get across that the particles were moving up
quickly and dissipated into misty, oily clouds, so I went back into Photoshop to create my texture.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters

Again, I produced a greyscale sprite sheet. 256x256.

Once the texture was imported into UDK, I created a new material. This time, I not only multiplied the texture by the
vertex color, but I also multiplied the texture’s opacity (really just the red channel, but remember, since it’s greyscale,
the RGB channels can be used as alpha) by the vertex color. Just as multiplying the texture by vertex color will allow
you to change the material’s color in the Cascade, multiplying the opacity by vertex color will allow you to control the
material’s opacity in Cascade as well. By doing this, you can make particles fade in and out as they, say are born and
die. This helps to reduce (and commonly negate completely) particles popping in and out of existence.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters

This particle emitted from the same initial position as the tall spurt, and its initial velocity was mostly the same
(moving up very fast). However, I used a “Velocity/Life” module to control the velocity of the particles over their
lifetime. The values in “Velocity/Life” are multipliers, so the actual velocity of each particle at any given time is its
initial velocity times the value in “Velocity/Life.” As you can see from the values above, the particle moves up very
fast for the first .3 seconds, then slows down a lot, slows again at .5 seconds, and eventually starts falling back down
(the -Z value) at .8 seconds.
The smoke shoots up, reaches the height seen in the image above, then stops and slowly falls back down. As its falling
down, its opacity also decreases, so it fades to become completely transparent (invisible) right before it dies.

As we all know, clouds don’t stay clouds forever, so the next step was to create a particle that I
could use for the droplets in the clouds falling back to the ground.

64x64 image for the oil droplets falling back to the ground.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters

Because the clouds ended up in the air, I didn’t want the rain to start from the ground like the previous emitters were
doing, so I used a “World Offset” module to spawn the rain particles in the air where the clouds ended up. Note that
the “World Offset” module will move the particles in world space rather than local space (like the “Initial Location”
module does). The ranges I specified for the “World Offset” module allowed the particles to spawn in a random
location in the purple box that you see in the image above, so unlike the other emitters so far that had been emitting
from a single point, the rain would look like it was falling from the volume that the clouds created rather than just the
very middle of the clouds. I also gave the particles a negative downward acceleration so that they would fall. I used
an “Acceleration” module to control their movement rather than modifying the “Initial Velocity” module because
acceleration is constantly adding momentum to the particles (so they’ll fall faster the longer they fall in this example)
which more closely mimics gravity as opposed to setting a negative downward initial velocity which would never
increase/decrease the particles’ momentum--they’d always be moving at a constant rate. Lastly, I gave the emitter a
delay (“Required” module > “Delay” drop down) so that the rain would not emit until .8 seconds after the particle
system started. This made it so that the rain would not fall until the clouds started to disappear.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters
The next logical step was to make little pools of oil that formed when all of the rain hit the
ground.

Because this was to be pools of shiny oil on the ground, I also included a specular map as the alpha channel of this
256x256, 32-bit image.

I also created a normal map so that the puddles could have a little bit of noise in the middle and roundness around
the edges.
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The Particle: Multiple Emitters

This material was very similar to the previous ones, but it had a little extra. Again, I used the alpha channel of the
color map to store the greyscale specular map. I multiplied the specular by two to give it a little more of a boost. I
did the same with the normal map. I ended up multiplying it by one (which of course didn’t change it), but I left the
Multiply and Constant node there in case I wanted to boost or diminish the normal map later.

The two more unique properties of this splatter emitter was the use of the “Lock Axis” node and the “Scale By Life” node. The “Lock Axis” node
allows you to stop particles from rotating with the camera (which is what happens by default). By locking the particles to the Z axis, they would
always face up. It clearly wouldn’t make sense for the puddles to be perpendicular to the ground! Then with the “Size By Life” node, I was able to
make the particles’ sizes start at zero, and work their way up to 30 over time. After a few seconds, they would then fade. As with the rain particle,
the puddles emitter was delayed until the point at which the rain particles would start hitting the ground (about .8 seconds).
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Mesh Data Particles
Up until this point, all of the particles I had been using were just standard particles. That is to say,
sprites rendered to planes.
I wanted to have little splashes when the rain particles hit the ground, but I didn’t want to create an
emitter that would spawn lots of little groups of particles to simulate a splash. Not only would it be
hard, if not impossible to accurately recreate, but spawning all of those particles (again, each splash
would consist of several particles, so the number of splashes would mean lots more particles!)
would be incredibly inefficient in terms of performance.
I could have also used a texture or sprite sheet like I did in the other emitters, but I wanted this
particle to actually have depth rather than just fake it in a texture.
Because of this, I decided to make a simple mesh in Maya and have the particle system emit a dozen
or so of those when the rain hit the ground.

I made a small, simple, six-sided cone mesh to represent the splash. Low poly, low hit to performance. I then exported it out as an .fbx.
The most important options for exporting an .fbx from Maya to UDK is to check the “Smoothing Groups” and
“Smooth Mesh” options. You can usually get away with leaving all of the other options alone.

The 64x32 tiling texture for the splashes.
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Mesh Data Particles

Importing a mesh into UDK follows the same steps as importing the textures--click “Import,” choose a package, choose
a group, and give the mesh a name. In this example, the oil droplet mesh is a static mesh (versus a skeletal mesh which
has joints and skinning).
Unlike the other emitters thus far, it’s probably easiest to just create a new emitter. Right click to the right of the last
emitter in the list and choose “New ParticleSpriteEmitter.” This will create a new emitter. Right click on the new emitter, just like you were adding a module and select “TypeData” and “New Mesh Data.” This lets the emitter know that
you want to emit an actual mesh rather than just a sprite. Lastly, you must tell the emitter which mesh to use, so select
the mesh in the Content Browser, then click the green arrow next to “Mesh” under the “Mesh” drop down in the “Mesh
Data” module. If the mesh doesn’t already have the correct material attached to it, then you’ll want to tell Cascade
which material to assign to the mesh in the emitter’s “Required” module.
Other than using a mesh, this emitter did nothing new. I gave it a delay so that it would not start emitting until the
raindrops starting hitting the ground; I gave it a world offset so that the meshes would spawn within a certain area
(rather than a single point); I animated the opacity so that it would fade in when it spawned and fade out before it died;
and I animated its size by life so that it would start small, get bigger and taller really fast, then shrink back down soon
after (as can be seen on the graph in the image above).
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Ribbon Data Particles
All of the particles so far had been part of the birth and death of the big, initial spray upwards. I
also wanted some other trails of liquid that weren’t as powerful and energetic as the spray. I wanted
them to be more gentle spurts than explosive sprays. I looked to reference to see what the shape
and arc would look like of such a liquid trail.

I wanted to get that blobby modulation in particle size, and I wanted the particles to stay close enough together to
look like a continuous stream. I thought about using mesh spheres to get the blobby effect, but spawning enough
spheres to make the trail continuous would get to be too many polygons very fast. I then tried to achieve the same
effect with a simple circular texture.

A simple 32x32 circle texture.
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Ribbon Data Particles

That got me close, but it was just not possible to get all of the particles to stick together enough to make it really look like
a constant trail. It just looked like a bunch of dots that were close to each other. What’s more is that each time looked
severely different than the last. Sometimes the blobs were actually close together for the entirety of the animation, but
most of the time, the particles would either start separated or end up separated (or both). Plus, I was using far too many
particles to not quite achieve the blobby trail look. This method was too expensive and just not consistent enough.
I instead opted to use ribbon particles. Ribbon particles emit in the same manner as normal particles, but they render
differently. Rather than rendering each particle as its own separate sprite, the particles are rendered as one continuous
trail--exactly what I wanted! As you can see in the image below, each of the red +’s is a particle. They are connected by
a curve that the material is applied over. Ribbons would keep the particles together, even if they had different velocities.
In fact, giving them different velocities gave the ribbon better curves and a more animated and realistic feel.
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The Final Product
After adding a few more ribbon emitters with different velocities, sizes, and lifetimes, the effect was
complete.

Finished effect in Cascade (click to play).

Finished effect in game (click to play).
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